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 OUR PROPRIETARY
INDICATORS

A V-shaped recovery in the works

Fundamentals 

•  After progress in Apr-May, flattening of the COVID-19 curve was halted, 
with rising new cases and positive rates in US and EMs.

•  Economic recovery gathered pace in June. Global manufacturing PMIs 
jumped, financial conditions eased yet again, and economic surprises 
clocked a second successive positive month. Bottom up earnings revisions 
stayed negative, but momentum eased.

• Inflation dropped, but should start recovering in coming months.

Valuations

•  US Treasuries remained super expensive; IG spreads approached fair 
value while HY spreads remained cheap. 

•  Earnings cuts and price recovery in April-June made it a V-shaped valuation 
move for equities, pushing them well into the expensive zone. 

Technicals

•  Implied and realized cross-asset volatilities receded towards their long-
term averages by end-June.

•  Appetite for cyclical risk recovered based on our cross-asset cyclical risk 
environment, risk-parity and volatility targeting models.

As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA. See important information section for further details.
13 month average as of prior month, 23 month average, 33 month time weighted average. 410 year rolling z score.
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1 PGAA Global Financial Conditions Index

2 PGAA Global Inflation Index1

3 PGAA Leading Industrial Production Indicator2

4 PGAA Global Manufacturing PMI Index

5 PGAA Global Economic Surprise Index3

6 PGAA Global 3-month Earnings Revision Ratio

7 PGAA Global 3-month EPS change (in USD)

8 Global 2020 EPS growth expectation 

9 Global Credit Rating Upgrade/Downgrade Ratio

10 PGAA Equity Valuation Composite (MSCI ACWI)

11 PGAA 10-yr Treasury Valuation4

12 PGAA Investment Grade Spread4

13 PGAA High Yield Spread4

14 PGAA Cross Asset Volatility Index

15 PGAA Cyclical Risk Environment Index

16 PGAA Reflation Positioning Indicator
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Global COVID-19 Infection Rates

Growth outperformance at extremes

Collapsing Volatility
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Markets shrug off pandemic, economic risks to deliver a 
spectacular Q2 rebound

Market historians are likely to revisit H1 2020 and declare it a six-month 
period of deteriorating global macro outlook amid the onset of the 
global coronavirus outbreak. Along the way, they’ll note, the S&P 500 
Index produced a -3.1% total return and the Bloomberg Barclays US 
Aggregate Bond Index produced at +6.1% total return. Textbook flight-
to-safety.  

That’s accurate, but it hardly describes the investor experience of 2020, 
nor the complicated equation investors face moving forward.    

Markets erupted with volatility in the first quarter, with COVID-19 and 
lockdown measures pushing equities, rates, spreads, and commodities 
to spectacular levels of volatility. Global equities (MSCI ACWI) achieved 
a trailing ten-day standard deviation of 93.6%(!) on March 25. Investors 
awakened from a decade of low-vol, high return into a world of new 
global health risks, suspended corporate guidance, and reset economic 
expectations. As volatility and worries mounted, credit markets seized  
and peak-to-trough in Q1 2020, the S&P 500 fell -33.9% in price.  

The second quarter was an equally spectacular reversal of the losses.  
Led by the Tech-heavy Nasdaq’s +31% return in Q2, global equity 
markets delivered historical gains. The ACWI gained +19% in Q2. Credit 
markets normalized behind active global central bank intervention 
to support markets and provide liquidity. Higher-income fixed asset 
classes in particular rallied in unison: in Q2 2020, US Investment Grade 
Corporates exceeded >+8% TR; Preferred Capital >+ 11% TR, US High 
Yield >+10% TR. It was the first such quarter for all three asset categories 
since Q2 2009.  

The Q2 bounce-back should be informative to investors for three reasons.

•  Tech-led, extreme Growth outperformance of Value equities was 
remarkable in H1 2020.  Q2 2020 and Q1 2020 were the first- and 
third-largest Growth outperformance quarters since 2007. 

•  Risk asset volatility collapsed during Q2 almost as quickly as it 
rose in Q1. High frequency market vol levels are now near historic 
averages.

•  Q2 2020 proves the merits of staying invested in the market in even 
when times are most uncertain and losses are mounting.  Market 
timing is difficult; a strategic approach to staying in the markets 
almost always yields a better outcome.

 WHAT, ME
WORRY?
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As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA; For illustrative purposes only. Not to be taken as investment advice. 
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Returns
Total return

1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year

GLOBAL EQUITIES

Developed (local currency)
S&P500-US USD 2% 21% 8% 11% 11%

Nasdaq-US USD 6% 31% 27% 19% 16%

Russell 2000-US USD 4% 25% -7% 2% 4%

DAX-Germany EUR 6% 24% -1% 0% 2%

FTSE100-UK GBP 2% 9% -17% -6% -1%

CAC 40-France EUR 5% 12% -11% -1% 1%

ASX 200-Australia AUD 2% 16% -11% 1% 2%

Nikkei 225-Japan JPY 2% 18% 5% 4% 2%

Emerging (local currency)
MSCI China USD 9% 15% 13% 9% 5%

Shanghai Composite CNY 5% 9% 0% -2% -7%

India-Sensex INR 8% 18% -11% 4% 5%

Korea-Kospi KRW 4% 20% -1% -4% 0%

Brazil-BOVESPA BRL 9% 30% -6% 15% 12%

Russia-RTSI$ USD -1% 20% -12% 7% 5%

MSCI: TR net (US$)
MSCI ACWI USD 3% 19% 2% 6% 6%

MSCI EAFE USD 3% 15% -5% 1% 2%

MSCI Europe USD 4% 15% -7% 0% 1%

MSCI AsiaPac xJ USD 8% 18% 0% 3% 4%

MSCI EM USD 7% 18% -3% 2% 3%

Change in rates from
quarter-end 30 Jun ‘20

Change vs. quarter end
1-month 3-month 1-year 5-year

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME

Key policy rates
US-Fed Funds USD 0.25% 0.00% 0.00% -2.25% -1.00%

UK Bank Rate GBP 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% -0.65% -0.15%

ECB Ref Rate EUR 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

China 7-day Rev Repo CNY 2.20% 0.00% 0.00% -0.35% -0.25%

10 year sovereign yields (%)
USA USD 0.66% 0.00% -0.01% -1.35% -1.65%

UK GBP 0.17% -0.01% -0.18% -0.66% -1.09%

Germany EUR -0.45% -0.01% 0.02% -0.13% -0.92%

Japan JPY 0.03% 0.02% 0.01% 0.19% -0.06%

China CNY 2.85% 0.16% 0.27% -0.39% -0.72%

Brazil BRL 6.95% -0.25% -1.66% -0.50% -3.58%

Mexico MXN 5.66% -0.36% -1.37% -1.92% -1.53%

When uncertainty is high, risk budgeting becomes a more 
critical exercise

It’s worth mentioning here (again) that COVID-19 risks weren’t on 
investors’ radar screens at the start of 2020. Global investors and 
global citizens alike have been forced to reformulate their tolerance 
for COVID risk on multiple levels, all while digesting new information 
daily. Adding to the uncertainty is a slew of suspended guidance 
from corporations, an impending US election, legal developments in 
Hong Kong, and civil unrest in many global cities. Plus, COVID-related 
economic impacts on unemployment and global service industries 
remain significant in the intermediate-term.  

So what explains the remarkable rebound of risk assets prices in Q2 
2020 in the face of an extremely tall wall of worry?  

Risk assets, notably equities, credit spreads, and oil, roared back to 
life in the quarter primarily on the back of two key variables.

1.  Global economic lockdown measures were successful for most 
of the quarter in reducing the COVID-19 infection rate, though 
infections ticked up quickly near quarter-end. Positive progress 
on the virus remains the necessary, overriding pre-condition for 
risk appetite to return. 

2.  Policy decisions, particularly central bank easing and liquidity 
actions, have had a massive calming effect on markets. Our 
Global Financial Conditions index achieved is its easiest level 
ever in June 2020, signaling the effects of a wave of Central 
bank actions to make access to capital easy and keep markets 
functioning normally.

Looking forward, investors will need to gauge the organic strength 
of global economy against the shifting restrictions it faces to manage 
global health. At the same time, those same investors will need to 
gauge the potential impact of further policy decisions to drive potential 
further gains from risk assets. It will be hard for financial conditions to 
ease significantly more, as rates are already low, volatility is back to 
long-term averages, and spreads have tightened considerably.  

For balanced investors, heightened uncertainty calls for a careful 
review of one’s multi-asset risk budget. While retaining a small equity 
overweight, we take profits from appreciated equity positions and 
shift active risk composition toward a basket of better-quality credit 
& preferred securities.  

INVESTING
 AMID

HEAVY FOG
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As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA. Returns greater than one year are annualized. Index shown for comparison purposes only.

It is not possible to invest directly in an index.



As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/Factset/PGAA. Returns greater than one year are annualized. Index shown for comparison purposes only. It is not possible 
to invest directly in an index.

As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA; EIG=Energy Intelligence Group
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Returns 30 Jun ‘20
Total return

1-month 3-month 1-year 5-year

Currencies and commodities

Currencies
DXY Index 97.39 -1% -2% 1% 0%

BB Asia $ Index 102.89 -1% -2% 2% 2%

BB LatAm $ Index 42.05 2% 0% 30% 12%

USD/EURO 1.12 -1% -2% 1% 0%

USD/GBP 1.24 0% 0% 2% 5%

USD/AUD 0.69 -3% -11% 2% 2%

Yen/USD 107.93 0% 0% 0% -3%

CNY/USD 7.06 -1% 0% 3% 3%

Commodities
GS Commodity Index USD 325 6% 27% -23% -6%

Nymex Crude USD/bl 39 11% 92% -33% -8%

Brent Crude USD/bl 41 16% 81% -38% -8%

Gold USD/toz 1,801 4% 14% 27% 9%

Silver USD/toz 19 0% 31% 22% 4%

Copper USD/T 6,014 12% 22% 0% 1%

Aluminum USD/T 1,608 5% 6% -10% -1%

Corn USc/bu 339 4% -1% -19% -4%

Soybean USc/bu 884 5% 0% -2% -3%

Risk reversion paved way for US$ weakness

•  While Q1’2020 was about US$ strength (extreme risk aversion), 
Q2’2020 was about gradual US$ weakening as risk appetite 
returned. 25 out of 30 currencies gained. The recovery, 
however, wasn’t enough to wipe Q1’2020 drops for most major 
currencies.

•  Growth, commodity, and carry proxies were beneficiaries in 
Q2’2020. Big winners (>10% gains) included Indonesian Rupiah, 
Ruble and AUD.  Emerging market (EM) currencies clocked a 
positive quarter. Bloomberg’s EM Carry Index recovered 3% 
but was still –11% in H1’2020. 

•  High yielding EM currencies are cheap on real effective 
exchange rates. Lira, Real and Mexican Peso are the cheapest.  
US$ is expensive. 

•  Lower carry and recovering growth make it a harder climb for 
US$, though risk-off periods (economic or geo-political) can 
keep it supported. EM currencies should extend gains if the EM 
recovery process picks up.

OPEC+ deal and forced supply cuts

•  OPEC reversed course to move back to a price-defense strategy, 
which caused oil prices to almost double in Q2’2020 from very 
depressed levels.

•  Global oil output declined due to cuts by OPEC+ and low oil 
prices. Relative to Mar’2020, Jun’2020 output dropped –8 mbpd 
for OPEC14, -2 mbpd for US and –2 mbpd for Russia.  Energy 
Intelligence Group shows the market surplus to have dropped 
from 20 mbpd to 6 mbpd. 

•  Oil demand is recovering. Chinese demand is almost back 
to its pre-COVID levels. US and Indian demand will recover 
more gradually due to a temporary reversal in their reopening 
process in the last few weeks. 

•  We think oil is at fair value at current levels. Future price 
outlook hinges on speed of recovery and compliance with cuts. 
Factoring all, we expect consolidation in coming weeks

•  Gold remained in the limelight due to geo-political and economic 
uncertainty, and deeply negative real rates along with very low 
nominal rates.  Massive money printing, yield curve control and 
monetization of government debt should keep them supported. 

 US$ PAUSE,
 RECOVERING

OIL
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Deep cuts in crude output
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Returns
Total return

1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year

GLOBAL EQUITIES

United States
S&P 500 USD 2% 21% 8% 11% 11%

MSCI USA USD 2% 22% 8% 10% 10%

Russell 3000 USD 2% 22% 7% 10% 10%

Russell Top 200 USD 2% 21% 11% 12% 12%

Russell MidCap USD 2% 25% -2% 6% 7%

Russell 2000 USD 4% 25% -7% 2% 4%

S&P 500 GICS sectors
Info Technology USD 7% 30% 34% 25% 22%

Health Care USD -3% 13% 9% 8% 6%

Financials USD -1% 11% -16% -2% 3%

Consumer Disc USD 5% 33% 11% 14% 12%

Comm Services USD -1% 20% 10% 5% 3%

Industrials USD 2% 16% -11% 0% 4%

Consumer Staples USD -1% 7% 1% 2% 4%

Energy USD -1% 29% -39% -16% -12%

Utilities USD -5% 2% -5% 3% 6%

Real Estate USD 1% 12% -5% 3% 4%

Materials USD 2% 25% -3% 2% 3%

MSCI US style factor returns 1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year
Momentum USD 4% 23% 12% 15% 14%

Value USD -1% 13% -9% 1% 5%

Growth USD 5% 30% 26% 19% 15%

Quality USD 1% 20% 16% 16% 14%

Min Vol USD -1% 13% 0% 9% 10%

Fundamentals
Sales growth Earnings growth Dividend

Yield-20202020 2021 2020 2021

S&P 500 USD -5% 9% -22% 29% 2%

MSCI USA Large Cap USD -6% 9% -19% 25% 2%

MSCI USA Mid Cap USD -7% 7% -28% 36% 2%

MSCI USA Small Cap USD -9% 7% -53% 101% 2%

Valuations Price to 
NTM EPS

Price to 
Book Composite

Composite 
3-month 
change

Composite
% times cheaper

MSCI USA Large USD 22.1 3.9 -2.2 -2.3 100%

MSCI USA Mid USD 23.7 2.6 -1.0 -2.0 99%

MSCI USA Small USD 33.9 2.0 -0.6 -2.0 87%

Stocks bounce behind Fed response, lose appeal on earnings 
cuts, price recovery

US equities struck back in Q2 2020 with the S&P 500 posting a 
+20.5% TR in the period, its best quarter since Q4 1998.  Though 
uneven, the recovery was broad-based: all eleven SPX GICS sectors 
delivered positive total returns in Q2 2020.  Mid and Small-cap stocks 
outperformed their Large-cap brethren by 4 ppt in the second 
quarter, though the trailing 1-year period shows a remarkable gap in 
other direction: US Large Cap leads US Small Cap by 18 ppt over the 
past year. It was hard to avoid double-digit equity returns in Q2 2020 
in just about every corner of the market; we think that the situation 
is changing.

•  Dovish Fed policy remains the defining, stabilizing force in the 
US equity markets. Chairman Powell’s comments at a recent 
press conference summed it up tidily: the Fed is not even thinking 
of raising rates. That backdrop of unbridled Fed support stirred 
risk appetite in Q2 2020.

•  Going forward, it will be difficult for financial conditions (already 
are record highs) to ease significantly given already low rates, 
volatility near long-term averages, and spreads that have 
tightened considerably. 

•  Growth/Value equity performance differentials achieved 
historic separation in 2020. By MSCI US style factor return indices, 
US Growth has outperformed by +35 ppt over the past 12 months, 
punctuating a protracted, secular Value underperformance cycle.  
Mean reversion alone points to heightened Value consideration, 
but we can’t identify a economic or fundamental catalyst to reverse 
the style trend.

•  Equity valuations appears stretched. Given the simple math of 
higher prices and lower forecast earnings (forecast 2020 ACWI 
EPS: -2 ppt MOM), the appeal of equities is slightly diminished 
relative to credit risk.

Within a global equity investment framework, we continue to 
tactically prefer US equities over other global markets. Much of our 
preference is based on the unique secular growth force available 
through mega-cap US Tech, the economic force behind large-caps’ 
advantage in 2020 sales and earnings growth forecasts.  The group’s 
secular story, backed by premium earnings transparency and cash 
flow consistency, remains a key vol-reducing equity exposure in our 
preferred global implementation.  

US equities
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Returns
Total return

1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year

GLOBAL EQUITIES

Countries
DAX-Germany EUR 6% 24% -1% 0% 2%

FTSE100-UK GBP 2% 9% -17% -6% -1%

CAC 40-France EUR 5% 12% -11% -1% 1%

ASX 200-Australia AUD 2% 16% -11% 1% 2%

Nikkei 225-Japan JPY 2% 18% 5% 4% 2%

MSCI China USD 9% 15% 13% 9% 5%

Shanghai Comp CNY 5% 9% 0% -2% -7%

India-Sensex INR 8% 18% -11% 4% 5%

Korea-Kospi KRW 4% 20% -1% -4% 0%

Brazil-BOVESPA BRL 9% 30% -6% 15% 12%

Russia-RTSI$ USD -1% 20% -12% 7% 5%

MSCI AC World ex-US USD 5% 16% -5% 1% 2%

Style factor returns 1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year
Europe style factors
Momentum USD 4% 18% 7% 6% 6%

Value USD 6% 14% -16% -5% -2%

Growth USD 3% 17% 3% 5% 5%

Quality USD 3% 15% 4% 6% 6%

Min Vol USD 2% 11% -2% 3% 4%

Emerging market style factors

Momentum USD 14% 38% 15% 10% 6%

Value USD 5% 14% -16% -3% -1%

Growth USD 9% 22% 10% 6% 6%

Quality USD 6% 17% -1% 1% 2%

Min Vol USD 3% 12% -8% 1% 1%

Fundamentals
Sales growth Earnings growth Dividend

Yield-20202020 2021 2020 2021

MSCI World ex USA USD -11% 6% -30% 30% 3%

MSCI EM USD -7% 11% -14% 27% 2%

MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex JP USD -4% 10% -9% 22% 3%

MSCI Europe EUR -14% 8% -34% 33% 4%

MSCI Japan JPY -8% 3% -27% 28% 3%

Valuations Price to 
NTM EPS

Price to 
Book Composite

Composite 
3-month 
change

Composite
% times
cheaper

MSCI World ex US 17.1 1.5 -0.3 -1.6 61%

MSCI EM 14.1 1.6 -0.8 -1.7 83%

MSCI AC Asia ex JP 14.6 1.6 -0.7 -1.4 81%

MSCI Europe 17.4 1.7 -0.7 -1.8 78%

MSCI Japan 16.5 1.3 0.2 -0.6 45%

A highly correlated recovery

•  US equities led the recovery in Apr-May, with ex-US markets 
catching up in June.  US still finished above other regions, both 
for Q2 2020 and H1 2020 (MSCI USA  delivered 22% & -3% 
respectively relative to 16% & -11% for MSCIA AC World ex 
USA).

•  In Q2 2020, all of the 40 markets we track ended with gains 
(median local currency return 16%) versus Q1 2020 when all 
had tanked (median return –24%). The top three had a mix 
of cyclicals (Argentina 59%, Brazil 30%) and secular growth 
(Nasdaq 31%). For H1 2020, median return was –13%.

•  Factors supporting the recovery were: progress on COVID-19, 
super easy financial conditions and promise by central bankers 
to do more, oversold conditions at the end of Q1 2020, and 
positive flows from systematic investors (volatility targeting, 
risk-parity and momentum strategies). 

•  Momentum was the best performing factor in Europe and EMs 
across time periods. Value’s struggles continued, barring short 
bursts of relative gains. 

•  Late cycle sectors like energy and financials remained 
challenged. Secular growth sectors like technology were clear 
winners. 

•  2020 EPS growth estimate for MSCI AC World ex-US was cut to 
-30%, much more than US markets (-22%). By June 2020,  the 
worst of negative earnings momentum was probably behind 
us, given the strong growth recovery in May-June. Corporate 
commentary alongside Q2 2020 earnings releases will be 
keenly watched for clues on recovery in profits.

•  Valuations richened globally. However, most ex-US markets 
appear cheap relative to US, particularly on P/B. A combination 
of market recovery and earnings cuts has left markets either 
at fair value or expensive on earnings-based measures. 
However, given negligible returns from anti-fragile assets, 
equities still look better placed from a strategic return 
perspective, though not without their share of volatility as 
markets stress to get a better sense of how the post-COVID 
world will look like. 

•  Ex-US markets will require a noticeable pick-up in growth to 
sustain outperformance versus US markets. Policymakers have 
limited room which keeps us selective in our choice of 
markets that can deliver sustained outperformance.

Ex-US
equities
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As of 30 June 2020. Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA. These are current views and opinions of Principal Global Asset Allocation. Returns greater than one year are
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US corporate spreads

Investment grade High yield

US Treasury yield curve: Bullish steepening
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Returns
Total return

1-month 3-month YTD 1-year 3-year 5-year

US FIXED INCOME

US Aggregate USD 1% 3% 6% 9% 5% 4%

US Treasuries USD 0% 0% 9% 10% 6% 4%

US MBS Fixed Rate USD 0% 1% 4% 6% 4% 3%

US $ IG USD 2% 9% 5% 10% 6% 6%

US $ HY USD 1% 10% -4% 0% 3% 5%

Federal Reserve’s long range ZIRP

The June economic projections from the US Federal Reserve (“Fed”) 
were clear that most members do not foresee an end to ZIRP (zero 
interest rate policy) before 2023. The Fed will continue to maintain 
low rates, support market liquidity and actively purchase securities 
(Treasuries, mortgages, and corporate bonds) under several 
programs to ensure the reasonable functioning of markets and an 
economic recovery. Central banks in Europe and Asia continue to 
follow similar plans to support their respective economies.

These actions by the Fed have brought stability to the Treasury 
market with the level and slope of the curve unchanged over the 
past 30 days and mostly unchanged with a slight steepening over 
the past quarter. Additionally, credit spreads (Option Adjusted 
Spread, “OAS”) are tighter over the past 90 days resulting in strong 
performance across fixed income sectors in the US. Most sectors 
are positive for the year, benefiting from the rally in Treasuries. 
High Yield Corporates are the outlier due to materially higher OAS 
widening on the year due to liquidity concerns, ratings downgrades 
and bankruptcies.

Fundamentals > Beta

Investment grade corporate (“IGC”) OAS has recovered two-thirds 
of its first quarter widening, while high yield corporates (“HYC”) OAS 
has only recovered half.  The IGC sector is attractive but approaching 
fair value. The HYC sector appears cheap but appropriately so given 
pressure from ratings downgrades, bankruptcies, and concerns 
about access to funding driven by pandemic and economic 
uncertainties.

We maintain a preference for corporate versus government 
securities. Due to the severity of the pandemic’s impact on the 
global economy, we expect global central banks and governments 
will maintain their accommodative bias (low rates, ample liquidity) 
well past 2021. We expect central banks to target inflation levels 
above long-term trends to help boost broad economic growth. 
Our rate expectations are anchored at current levels, leading to 
a duration underweight bias. Events of the past few months have 
fully exposed weaknesses in corporate fundamentals resulting in 
several bankruptcies. We expect more in the coming months and 
continue to believe security selection is of utmost importance.
A broad-based passive approach to the corporate sector will 
deliver a reasonable coupon return while bankruptcies and 
downgrades will provide active managers opportunities for alpha. 
We recommend investors tread cautiously with an active approach.

US fixed
income
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Where is the yield?

•  PGAA’s global policy rate indicator dropped -5 bps to an all-
time low of 0.98%, with DM policy rate at -0.02% and EM policy 
rate at 2.62% (both well below their GFC lows). Q2 2020 was 
replete with rate cuts which took the count for H1 2020 to 61. 
There were just 2 hikes. 

•  Quantitative Easing actions were plentiful, with central 
banks increasing asset purchases and some even taking on 
significant credit risk by underwriting corporate issuers directly 
or indirectly. Balance sheets of the leading six central banks 
(Fed, ECB, BoJ, BoE, PBOC & SNB) are expected to rise from 
38% of their combined GDP in 2019 to 57% in 2020 (US$9.4 
trillion in current currency terms).

•  Ex-US yields declined more than US yields in Q2 2020 unlike Q1 
2020.  PGAA’s Developed market (DM) ex-US yield composite 
declined to just 0.15% and EM yield composite to just 3.9% in 
Q2 2020. For H1 2020, they dropped –32 bps and –43 bps 
respectively, relative to US treasury yield decline of –126 bps.

•  Return tables were dominated by credit in Q2 2020 
while sovereigns were clear winners in Q1 2020. Still, 
HY finished H1 2020 with negative returns between –4% and 
–5% due to spread widening.

•  Rating downgrades dominated. The ratio of global rating 
upgrade to total rating changes was at just 12%, with IG at 20% 
and HY at 8%.  We expect continued weakness on this front, 
with default rates likely to shoot up.

•  Investors flocked to credit on central bank buying of bonds 
and recovery in growth. With anti-fragile yields so low, credit 
was the instrument of choice to express a risk-on view in Q2 
2020.  Bond funds flipped from net outflows of -$257 bn in 
March 2020 to $51 bn by June 2020. Corporate issuance was 
exceptionally strong, indicating strong market appetite. 

•  US, European and EM IG spreads ended within 20 bps of their 
medians since 2009 and Asian IG 40 wide of its median.  HY 
spreads narrowed too. While Euro-Area HY spread just 87 bps 
wide of its median (its average rating is a notch higher), better 
opportunity exists in US (161 wide of its median) and Asian HY 
(at 344 over) provided growth holds up.  From a cross-asset 
valuation perspective, credit seems to be better priced than 
sovereigns or equities. While we like the asset class, a defensive 
stance in security selection is more appropriate in the current  
environment.

Ex-US
fixed

income
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Returns
30 Jun ‘20

Total return

1-month 3-month 1-year 3-year 5-year

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME

Markets
Global Govt Bonds USD 0% 1% 4% 4% 4%

Global Corp Bonds 
Investment Grade (IG) USD 2% 9% 6% 5% 4%

Global High Yield (HY) USD 2% 12% -1% 3% 5%

Asia $ IG USD 1% 5% 7% 6% 5%

Asia $ HY USD 5% 16% 2% 4% 6%

EM $ IG USD 2% 7% 5% 5% 4%

EM $ HY USD 3% 15% 2% 4% 6%

Spreads (bps)

3m $ LIBOR-OIS USD 24 -5 -114 4 10 10

NA CDX 5y IG CDS USD 76 -2 -37 22 15 6

Europe 5y IG CDS USD 67 -6 -29 14 10 -9

Asia 5y IG CDS USD 83 -18 -56 17 -4 -31

JPM EMBI Index USD 433 -30 -144 67 105 42

Option Adjusted Spreads (bps)

Time
Periods

US IG 
Corp

Euro IG 
Corp

Asia 
IG $

EM
IG $

US HY 
Corp

Euro HY 
Corp

Asia
HY $

EM
HY $

30 Jun ‘20 160 147 209 232 644 524 888 760

1m change -27 -19 -23 -26 -10 -33 -144 -78

3m change -145 -91 -72 -138 -233 -230 -488 -394

6m change 59 53 85 82 284 216 328 266

12m change 38 33 71 58 237 153 353 268

24m change 30 25 56 55 273 136 297 273

36m change 45 44 79 75 267 236 443 300

High 305 337 298 370 877 974 1376 1154

Low 91 75 111 127 328 233 321 320

Median 147 129 166 212 483 437 544 636

Current-Median 13 18 43 20 161 87 344 124

Current-Low 69 72 98 105 316 291 567 440
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The carry advantage is intact

Asian $ bonds broadly retain their carry appeal. While US 
and Europe IG and even HY to an extent remain supported by 
central banks, Asian credit is on its own. While we like the carry, 
performance will be determined by:

•  Easy global financial conditions and continuation of support 
by central banks is key; an early retracement is probably the 
biggest of all risks.

•  Chinese monetary policy: tight domestic conditions often 
cause offshore supply to shoot up, widening spreads.

•  Progress on COVID-19 – the current spike in cases could 
slow down return-to-work strategies, putting corporate 
recovery at risk.

• Rating downgrade risks are still sizeable.

• Geo-political concerns, particularly US-China and China-India. 

Investment Grade

•  Asian IG spread widened relative to US IG in Q2 2020, giving 
back part of the relative compression of Q1 2020.  At 49 bps, 
there is scope for it to compress towards its median of 20 bps, 
provided Asia’s growth recovers in line with US and fund flows 
remain robust.

•  Given very low underlying sovereign yields, the level of yield 
remains very low. The Asian IG $ index (ICE BofAML Index) was 
yielding just 2.5% as of 6/30/2020 for a duration of 5.7 yrs and 
an average rating of A3. 

•  Asset concentration risk remains for Asian IG $ index. China 
(46% of the index) dominates. BBB names swelled to 52% 
(+11% in Q2 2020 following several rating downgrades).  US IG 
had 49% in BBBs.

High Yield

•  Asian High Yield narrowed considerably more than US and 
Euro HY during Q2 2020 but still finished H1 2020 wider than 
where it started. 

•  A YTW of 9.2% for a duration of  2.6 years and B1 average 
rating, it offers a significant pick-up over US HY (YTW 6.6%, 4.1 
years and B1) or Euro HY (YTW 4.5%, 3.9 years, BB3).  

•  China (61%) remained significant in the index as was Property 
(51%).

Asian 
fixed 

income

Option Adjusted Spread vs. Government bonds in basis points
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Relative Option Adjusted Spreads (bps)

Time Periods Asia IG – US IG Asia HY- US HY EM IG – US IG EM HY - US HY
30 June 2020 49 244 72 116

1-month change 4 -134 1 -68

3-month change 73 -255 7 -161

6-month change 26 44 23 -18

12-month change 33 116 20 31

24-month change 26 24 25 0

36-month change 34 176 30 33

High 67 499 135 454

Low -24 -323 34 -16

Median 20 44 59 126

Current-Median 29 200 13 -10

Current-Low 73 567 38 132
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 Source: Bloomberg/FactSet/PGAA. As of 6/30/2020. Spreads are from ICE BofaML fixed income indices. Index shown for comparison purposes only. It is not possible to
invest directly in an index. 
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Eyes on COVID trajectory

•  Global infections rose to 10.5 million at the end of June. Europe 
and HK curves remained flat but US and Emerging Markets 
(EMs) showed a spike. The 7-day average of daily new cases 
jumped to 173k. US cases jumped to 41k and EMs to 70k. Part 
of the reason for the rise in cases was increased testing and 
part of it was higher incidence (positive rate) as return to work 
strategies were implemented. The 7-day infection rate as % of 
total infections was at 1.8% (unchanged from the month prior) 
though it ticked up for USA. 

•  Global Fatalities rose 37% to 510k from 372k. However, the 
fatality rate eased to 4.9% from 6% of infections. Among 
populous countries, India’s (3%) was among the lowest. Mexico 
(12%) was the highest which could be due to under-reporting 
of cases. US was at 4.8%.  

•  Global Recoveries rose at a much faster pace than new cases, 
rising 102% to 5.3 million. As percentage of infections, they 
rose to 51% from 43%. 

•  Return to work strategies: PGAA’s Global Stringency Index, 
using data from Oxford was at 66 from 70 versus a peak of 
75 (100=highest stringency).  Almost all regions showed less 
stringency: US from 73 to 69, EMs from 81 to 78. The reaction 
to rising new cases thus far has been localized containment 
measures and not national lockdowns but the risk remains 
that return-to-work strategies could be delayed if the situation 
worsens in coming weeks. 

•  Medical progress to find a solution to defeat the coronavirus 
continued. While Gilead started marketing its drug Remdesivir, 
vaccines being developed by Pfizer and Oxford are showing 
encouraging results. A vaccine by the end of the year looks a 
distinct possibility.

COVID-19
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Infection rate edged up in US

Daily new cases continued to rise

Fatality rate eased
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LOOKING
AHEAD

Our outlook on critical drivers of investment performance

Growth
The global economy is indeed recovering from the COVID-19 
shock. We expect the recovery momentum to normalize in Q3 
2020 to a pace slower than in May-June. Full recovery of GDP 
lost in H1 2020 will take several quarters. Many sectors (travel, 
hoteling, real estate) will have to change business models 
permanently, which will take time. Progress on COVID-19 is 
critical. With cases rising, return-to-work strategies could be 
delayed or even reversed, denting the recovery process. Were 
that to happen, Global GDP growth and corporate earnings 
estimates would see another leg down. Expiring fiscal support 
measures is another critical component. The global economy 
is not on a strong enough footing yet to withstand a rapid 
withdrawal of support, so complacency could create a negative 
feedback loop.

Monetary policy &
financial conditions
Central banks are using their balance sheets to not just 
contain term/risk premia but also take credit risk. Balance 
sheets of the leading six central banks could rise from 38% 
of their combined GDP in 2019 to 57% in 2020 (US$9.4 
trillion).  Such acts have had a hugely favorable effect 
on our financial condition index but further easing of 
significant proportion looks difficult given that yields are 
already so low. 

Market sentiment
The market isn’t oversold anymore, nor does it appear 
overbought. Declining volatility implies systematic, risk-
parity and momentum strategies have added risk but there 
is scope for them to add further. Retail sentiment has been 
far from euphoric. Overall, we assess these indicators to 
be neutral.

Key market risks
At this stage, the key risks we envision are

•  Failure to contain the spread of COVID-19 leading to a 
strengthening of restrictions. 

• Monetary/fiscal policy supports are withdrawn too soon.

•   The US election cycle increases political noise 
(dysfunctional Congress and US-China relationship under 
strain as China becomes a focal point). Democratic control 
of all 3 branches of the Govt. will almost certainly cause 
corporate taxes to rise. Historically, a clean sweep has 
yielded weaker results than a divided power set-up.

•  From a longer-term perspective, Government intervention 
in allocation of resources will come with strings attached. 
Laws could be tightened around buybacks, distributions, 
leverage etc. 

•  Social stress caused by COVID-19 could manifest itself in 
unanticipated ways including bouts of unrest, which could 
dampen the recovery. Also, prolonged unemployment 
payouts could disincentivize workers from returning to 
work, impacting potential labor supply

Inflation
Inflation came off sharply in Q2 2020 but as growth and 
commodity prices recover, the worst of the inflation decline 
is behind us. Our cyclical indicator predicts a gradual rise in 
H2 2020. A more mature recovery where consolidation gives 
some pricing power to survivors will add to inflation tailwinds. 
Restrictive government trade policies too can enable more 
pricing power to such firms by reducing competition. 
Evidence of market structures influencing inflation can be 
found in US Services and US Medical CPI (lower substitution 
effects), which grew at 2.5% and 3.1% annualized over the 
last 15 years (May 2005 to May 2020). In contrast, overall CPI 
rose at 1.6% annualized.

Valuations
•  Anti-fragile assets like global safe-haven treasuries and gold 

are expensive.
•  Equity valuations are optically expensive after the impressive 

recovery in prices since March, combined with deep earnings 
cuts. However, depressed safe haven asset yields is a key 
supporting factor. Visibility on normalization of earnings 
(recovery after the decline) is crucial for markets to sustain 
current valuations. 

•  Corporate spreads have narrowed in the last two months. 
While IG is approaching fair value, there is room for HY 
spreads to compress. Central bank intervention via corporate 
purchases is helping the flow of credit; fundamentals 
(corporate ability to payback debts) will guide the path that 
spreads take. 

•  The US$ is expensive based on purchasing power parity. 
Combined with reduced interest rate differential for US$ 
fixed income assets, it will make it a steeper climb higher 
for the greenback unless COVID-19 related uncertainty and 
rising geopolitical tensions generate a risk-off bid for it. A 
weaker dollar will be a big positive for risk assets in emerging 
economies.

As of 30 June 2020. 
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Global asset allocation
Our investment outlook 

Asset Allocation: We had dialed up our overall risk preference 
at the end of Q1 2020 factoring in market trepidation towards 
risk, rock-bottom valuations, extremely light positioning and an 
expected strong response from monetary/fiscal authorities. With 
a lot having been achieved since then (policy as well as a V-shaped 
market action), we are reducing our risk orientation by trimming 
our EQ overweight towards neutral. Fixed Income and Alternatives 
stay at neutral in our revised asset allocation preference. 

Within equities, we continue to like the secular growth stories (US, 
Large Cap) at the expense of more structurally challenged markets 
like Europe. We are also overweight Emerging markets to play the 
growth recovery and potential $ weakness (EM currencies are 
cheap in real terms). We like Asia versus Latin America within EMs, 
with preference for China and South Korea. 

Within US fixed income, we are overweight risk through a 
preference for spread products (IG and HY) relative to sovereigns. 
The investment grade credit story is simple – decent spread 
valuations, explicit support of central banks and abundant liquidity.  
They should outperform sovereigns without much incremental risk.  
HY spreads are cheap relative to history which presents a valuation 
opportunity.  Our preference is still for better quality names within 
the universe. 

Within Alternatives, we retain an underweight preference for risk 
reducers and return enhancers to fund real assets, given our view 
that inflation is bottoming out. 

As of 30 June 2020. Alternatives asset classes include REITs, international real estate, MLPs, commodities, TIPS, multi-alternatives, and cash. Allocations across the 
investment outlook can be proportionately adjusted so magnitudes across categories do not have to net to neutral. 
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ASSET ALLOCATION Investment Preference
Less < < Neutral > > More

Equities

Fixed Income

Alternatives

EQUITIES

US

Developed ex-US

Emerging Markets

FIXED INCOME

US

Government and Related

Corporates - IG and HY

Developed ex-US

Government and Related

Corporates – IG and HY

Emerging Markets

ALTERNATIVES

Return Enhancing

Risk Reducing

Real Assets
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From RAKBANK
This document has been prepared by Principal Global Investors for informational purposes only. The contents of the 
document should not be construed as an advice on legal, financial or regulatory issues. No person should rely on the 
contents of this document without first obtaining independent advice from qualified professionals. The National Bank 
of Ras Al Khaimah (P.S.C), its employees and consultants expressly disclaim all liability and responsibility to any person 
who reads this document in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by such person in reliance, whether wholly 
or partially, upon the contents of this document and shall not be responsible for the results of any actions taken on the 
basis of information provided in this document or for any error in or omission in this document.
From Principal Global Investors

Unless otherwise noted, the information in this document has been derived from sources believed to be accurate as 
of 30 June 2020. Information derived from sources other than Principal Global Investors or its affiliates is believed to be 
reliable; however, we do not independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity. This material contains general 
information only and does not take account of any investor’s investment objectives or financial situation and should 
not be construed as specific investment advice, recommendation or be relied on in any way as a guarantee, promise, 
forecast or prediction of future events regarding an investment or the markets in general. The opinions and predictions 
expressed are subject to change without prior notice.  Any reference to a specific investment or security does not 
constitute a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold such investment or security, nor an indication that Principal Global 
Investors or its affiliates has recommended a specific security for any client account
Subject to any contrary provisions of applicable law, Principal Global Investors and its affiliates, and their officers, directors, 
employees, agents, disclaim any express or implied warranty of reliability or accuracy and any responsibility arising in any 
way (including by reason of negligence) for errors or omissions in this document or in the information or data provided 
in this document.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results and should not be relied upon to make an investment decision.  
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may 
include, among other things, projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. 
Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could have a material impact on the 
investment returns that are presented herein by way of example. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole 
discretion of the reader.
Indicators are proprietary models and are based upon certain assumptions that may change, are not guaranteed and 
should not be relied upon as a significant basis for an investment decision. 
Indices are unmanaged and do not take into account fees, expenses and transaction costs. Indices are not available for 
direct investment.
The exhibition of this material does not constitute an offer for the purchase or sale of any local or foreign security, 
nor does it pretend to promote or advertise determinate securities or its issuers or facilitate the purchase or sale of 
determinate securities. 
Principal Global Investors and its directors or employees advise that they and persons associated with them may have an 
interest in the securities and/or financial products discussed herein and that they may receive brokerage, commissions, 
fees and other benefits and advantages, whether pecuniary or not and whether direct or indirect, in connection with 
such securities and/or products.
Equity investments involve greater risk, including higher volatility, than fixed-income investments. Fixed-income 
investments are subject to interest rate risk; as interest rates rise their value will decline. Lower-rated securities are 
subject to additional credit and default risks. International investing involves greater risks such as currency fluctuations, 
political/social instability, and differing accounting standards. These risks are magnified in emerging markets, which have 
increased liquidity risk. Commodity futures contracts generally are volatile and not suitable for all investors.
This document is issued by Principal Global Investors LLC, a branch registered in the Dubai International Financial Centre 
and authorized by the Dubai Financial Services Authority as a representative office and is delivered on an individual 
basis to the recipient and should not be passed on or otherwise distributed by the recipient to any other person or 
organization. This document is intended for sophisticated institutional and professional investors only. This material is 
not intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or 
use would be contrary to local law or regulation.
Principal Global Investors leads global asset management at Principal® and includes the asset management operations 
of the following members of Principal®: Principal Global Investors, LLC; Principal Real Estate Investors, LLC; Principal 
Real Estate Europe Limited and its affiliates; Spectrum Asset Management, Inc.; Post Advisory Group, LLC; Columbus 
Circle Investors; Finisterre Capital, LLP; Origin Asset Management, LLP; Claritas Investimentos; Principal Global Investors 
(Europe) Limited; Principal Global Investors (Singapore) Ltd.; Principal Global Investors (Australia) Ltd.; Principal Global 
Investors (Japan) Ltd.; Principal Global Investors (Hong Kong) Ltd., and include assets where we provide model portfolios. 
Marketing assets under management include certain assets that are managed by Principal International and Retirement 
and Income Solutions divisions of Principal.
Principal Global Investors, LLC (PGI) is registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) as a 
commodity trading advisor (CTA) and a commodity pool operator and is a member of the National Futures Association 
(NFA). PGI advises qualified eligible persons (QEPs) under CFTC Regulation 4.7.
©2020 Principal Financial Services, Inc. Principal, Principal and symbol design and Principal Financial Group are registered 
trademarks and service marks of Principal Financial Services, Inc., a Principal Financial Group company. Principal Global 
Asset Allocation (PGAA) is a specialized investment management group within Principal Global Investors.
Principal Funds are distributed by Principal Funds Distributor, Inc
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